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great lodge, great diving
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Dear Fellow Diver:
Nothing like the standard-issue rum punch welcome
drink to brighten my eyes after an arduous travel day
beginning in Detroit and ending with a long, pleasant
50-mile boat ride to Lighthouse Reef, the most distant
atoll in Belize’s Barrier Reef. I was immediately
impressed with the three-year-old, 24-unit Itza Lodge,
built of tropical woods, and their fine staff, but would
the diving match?
I got “yes” for my answer on Day Two as I dived
“Playground” off Half Moon Caye. I stepped off the stern
of the 40-ft. twin-diesel dive boat, then kicked over the
sand flats to the wall, lingering behind the other six
divers to play with garden eels and rosy razor fish that
disappeared under the sand at the point of my finger. At
the wall, I was greeted by a six-foot reef shark that
ignored the herd of divers admiring her muscle and grace.
As I checked holes and ledges with my light, pausing to
study arrow blennies, divemaster Mario Sánchez shook his
rattler as another Caribbean reef shark passed, one of
five on this dive. An avalanche of Creole wrasse poured
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down a sand chute and swirled around me,
giving me a tingle. Gliding out of the next
chute into the blue, an eagle ray sailed
effortlessly with no wing flapping -- I wondered what was propelling it.
I was delighted to see many mature
Nassau groupers, which have been fished
to near-extinction throughout much of the
Caribbean. They even allowed divers to pet
them. (Later I asked Mario if this was due
to feeding; he said not, but I’ll reserve
judgment.) They were not the only big fish
in this protected reserve: black and tiger
groupers were much in evidence, and a big
dog snapper passed by at my two-minute stop
at 60 feet that Mario required on deep
dives. Since this was a checkout dive for
tomorrow’s 140-foot Blue Hole dive, Mario
had led us down to 115 feet. For sure, one
of my best-ever Caribbean dives.

Just three years old, Itza Lodge sits a
few giant strides from the water’s edge, a
sandy area stocked with beach chairs and a
rack of kayaks and paddleboards. Owner Jim
Cullinan told me that after camping on Long Caye a decade ago, he bought the whole
island and built his lodge. After making a fortune in Chinese production plants,
he now leads a life without shoes or demands from Walmart to cut Chinese workers’
wages even lower. The lodge’s sitting room is decorated with a huge, detailed,
beautifully painted floor map of Lighthouse Reef, but most everyone hung out in
the lodge’s open-air restaurant and bar. I enjoyed kicking back on my room’s balcony, with a great view, sipping the Cuban añejo rum we brought. My room had two
queen beds, an adequate bathroom and clothes rack area. It had both overhead and
standing fans, and some evenings I deployed both. In February, I didn’t miss A/C
at all, but Belize heats up in the summer. Filtered drinking water was right outside on the porch.
The dive boat was a 40-foot twin diesel behemoth, substituting for their
regular dive boat, a
30-footer with two big
outboards. We had two
divemasters -- head divemaster Patrick Parks and
Mario Sánchez -- for just
seven divers, which worked
well since besides my
partner, I had an inexperienced friend along who
enjoyed concierge service.
Mario, who they bring
from the mainland when
they need him, left after
three days. The manager,
Anne-Marie McNeil, is also
a dive instructor.
Morning two-tank
trips usually left at
8:30 a.m., returning
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A Room with a View

either to the lodge or to Half Moon Caye between dives. The reef arcs about four
miles around Long Caye and Half Moon Caye, a protected reserve with diving superior to Long Caye. On Half Moon Caye, a Belize Natural Monument, a lovely walk
led to hundreds of nesting red-footed boobies and magnificent frigate birds. A
sign near at the visitors’ center read: “Please don’t feed the sharks.” I found
out how seriously this is taken when I asked about spearing lionfish and was told
it was not done to avoid habituating the sharks to divers.
The first morning of my trip, after heading for the lodge at 6:30 a.m. to
bring good Belizean coffee to my partner, I put my dive gear outside our room for
pick-up, the last time I handled it until departure. Then back to the lodge for
eggs, bacon, and biscuit breakfast, with some fruit on the side. Thankfully, it
was to my taste since meal choices are limited. (You could choose fresh fruit and
toast for breakfast.) Our dive briefing -- all seven divers arrived on our crossing -- was thorough, though a little overbearing. The rules seemed strict, such
as “all dives except the Blue Hole and the preceding check-out have a 60-foot
maximum.”
On the first dive on Painted Wall, five minutes from the dock, I learned just
how strict they were. Mario rattled hard and shook his hand at my partner, who
had dipped down to 75 feet to get closer to a passing reef shark. I nicknamed
Mario “Bossy,” but warmed up to both him and Patrick; they were helpful, good
creature-scouts, and safety-conscious. They later loosened up, and we laughed
about who actually was bossier, Mario or me.
Painted Wall was a typical dive on Long Caye. I kicked over the sand amid
pesky chubs, and was greeted at the wall by a stream of Creole wrasse curving
around a school of juvenile bar jacks; then, with my light, I found a huge crab,
a spotted lobster, a butter hamlet, and other cuties and later watched barracuda
being cleaned. Patrick found me a secretary blenny, which I needed my magnifying lens to see. But then, three eagles in formation sailed by to steal the show.
Caribbean reef sharks passed by a couple times, and soon my 50 minutes were up,
so I passed up my fins and climbed aboard on one of two big ladders, my gear
handled competently by the crew. All the dives except the Blue Hole were drift
dives in slight or no current, perfect for this senior diver, as was the 81°F
water temperature. My 15-dive package included one night dive, but it was never
mentioned and I didn’t ask for it; the site seemed too stirred up.
Lunches, set out at 12:30 p.m., were varied, with the conch and roots soup
one I favored, as well as a tasty barracuda sandwich, as well as snapper with red
beans. Dinner the first two days was gringo comfort food like spaghetti, but after
a couple days, they met my request for more Belizean food with snapper and conch.

Welcome John Bantin, Undercurrent’s New Senior Editor
I’m delighted to announce that John has joined our team as senior editor. While he’s been writing for
Undercurrent many years, he is now taking the lead editing role with us.
We couldn’t asked for a more experienced writer and diver. To get into the diving business, he left a highly
successful advertising and photography career, chucked it all, and began as in instructor in the Red Sea. In 1992,
he joined the UK’s most widely circulated scuba magazine DIVER, serving as both Travel and Technical Editor,
making as many as 300 dives a year throughout the world. He’s also published two books, Amazing Dive Stories and
Sharkbytes, which you can find at www.undercurrent.org.
Look forward to Undercurrent continuing to offer its inside, advertising free information, now under John’s
superb guidance. It’s only going to get better.
– Ben Davison, Publisher
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Late in the week, Miss Glenda,
a cook and baker, whispered to
me that they had obtained three
lobsters for my companions
and me. A fine score, despite
my embarrassment when another
guest gave me the envy-eye.
Every dinner included a freshly
made dessert, such as pineapple
cake, carrot cake, or devil’s
food cake.
Actually, my favorite
food came out at 6 p.m. as
bar snacks -- conch fritters
or conch ceviche. After arrivItza Lodge sits a few giant strides from the water’s edge
ing late one day and finding
them gobbled up by others, I
made sure to be timely to the little lodge bar, a bottle of Belikan stout in hand.
After dinner, nightlife was visiting with fellow divers -- interesting folks from
Holland and Japan and one U.S. couple met up with their daughter, who lives in
Israel -- listening to Bob Marley or oldies. I mentioned the Garifuna singer, Andy
Pelacio, who died too young, and within minutes, he was on.
Most afternoons, there was a third boat dive at 2:30, returning in time for a
4 p.m. shower, leaving time to relax before dinner. Hot shower water was scarce,
and though I didn’t mind, it was like spotting a hammerhead: nice, but rare. That
was literally true: I had hot water once and had a single close encounter with a
7-foot scalloped hammerhead at Ron’s Place on Half Moon Wall. At Aquarium on Long
Caye Wall, a hawksbill eased by me close enough to touch, then my partner showed
me some swimming crinoids on a sea rod, a fresh addition to my invertebrate list.
I wish, however, that the divemasters wouldn’t feed the chubs, which followed us
for most of the dive.
Isolation does present issues for the Lodge. The main generator went down, so
all power came from solar and a back-up generator. For two days, the power went
on and off, and sometimes the water pump was shut off to conserve power. But the
staff hustled to secure parts from the mainland and get it running. For sure, the
dive operation held its own. I used my own gear, but other guests had no trouble
renting good gear. The dive boat had drinking water, fruit, snacks, and a DAN
kit. The aluminum-80 tanks were filled
to 3000-3200 psi. There were no serious
cameras in use while I was there; they’d
bring a rinse bucket aboard for them.
Paul Humann ID books were on hand, meanThe Cairo Post reports that 70 per cent of Egyptian
ing I lugged those heavies needlessly.
dive centers –-- 170 out of 246 — have gone out of
business in the five months since the terrorist attack
Day Three started early, with coffee
on a Russian airliner leaving Sharm el Sheikh airport.
and a bagel at 6:15 before a 6:45 a.m.
While some American divers travel there, the proximdeparture to the Blue Hole, a 20-minute
ity of coral reefs and wrecks make the northern Red
trip to the north in Lighthouse Atoll.
The goal was to beat the liveaboards
Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba extremely popular for
and day boats making the 2.5-hour trip
Europeans, helped by low-cost airfare and Egyptian
from San Pedro. I was disappointed to
prices for food and accommodations. A week’s trip
find the sand slope near the moorings
from the UK could cost as little as $1000, everything
completely trashed, so different from
included, and often a lot less. But, most European
my trips here 15 years ago. This is the
airlines have cancelled services, and the repercussignature dive of Belize, but for me, it
sions have been felt throughout the European diving
was a “been-there-done-it dive,” though
industry, affecting even the sale of dive equipment.
still a unique experience. The “blue” of

Egyptian Diving Market Sinks
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the hole was cloudy from the weather stirring sand into the deep. I descended the
limestone cliff quickly to 130-140 feet to
snake through the tree-trunk stalactites of
the overhang, and then started my ascent,
pausing at 60 feet and then again at 20 feet
for five minutes. I spent the eight minutes
under the ledge trying to find an opening to
the underground river that caused this giant
cenote when the ocean was 400 feet shallower
during an ice age. Later Mario told me no
river cave has ever been found. As we headed
back to breakfast, three boats jockeyed for
the moorings.

Itza Resort, Long Caye,
Belize
Diving (Experienced)

HHHH½

Diving (Beginners)

HHHH½

Snorkeling
(If willing to kayak a little way to a marker buoy) HHHH½
Accommodations

HHHH

Food

HHH½

Service and attitude
HHHHH
On my sixth and final diving day, the
wind moved toward the less favorable north
Money’s Worth
HHHH
so I stayed to walk the mile of boardwalk
H = poor HHHHH= excellent
through the mangroves and lagoon (I spotted
Caribbean scale
five species of herons and collected a comparable number of bug bites, so bring DEET.)
I was told I could eye-shine crocs off the
boardwalk at night or find Mayan pottery
shards on the beach. Cullinan said the Maya used Half Moon Caye for ceremonial
purposes, as it was the eastern edge of the Maya world. Maybe they liked to get
away from the crowds, too -- a thousand years ago, the area of Belize had a population of 1 million, three times more than at present.

My last morning presented an unwelcome surprise: the 2.5-hour trip back to
Belize City would be aboard an open-top boat; I was soaked within minutes after
departing. A quick change of clothes dockside at the Ramada improved my mood, and
Itza’s driver whisked us to the airport, where we rented a car to travel Belize’s
incredible countryside and to enjoy the rainforest birds and other wildlife.
Itza Lodge is 50 miles from any run-off with no commercial fishing, and while
the fish life is prolific, the live coral cover has suffered greatly since my last
visit 15 years ago. The serious impact of climate change and ocean acidification
is inescapable. Still, Itza offers some of Belize’s best diving in an isolated,
old-Caribbean atmosphere. If you want to exit the dive-tourism freeway, and you’re
willing to pay more to do it, then Itza merits a spot on your wish list.
The author, along with his partner, has been diving and exploring the Caribbean, Central America and its islands for 30 years. He says he
loves Cozumel, but usually dives the less-traveled outposts, and often writes about them for Undercurrent. He adds that “It was Ben who suggested I go to Itza. We want a story.”
DIVER’S COMPASS: I paid $2082/person, plus $230 tax for a 7-day
package, comparable to resorts on the other two Belize atolls, allinclusive, with no nickel-and-diming charges. The manager promptly
granted my request for a free upgrade to an upstairs room, since
they had empty space. . . . To snorkel, you need to kayak a short
way to a buoy at the reef-line. . . .Wi-Fi was a little pokey, but
fine for email, and the office phone was available to call home. .
. . Credit cards are accepted, but bring cash for tips -- dollars
are currency everywhere, US$1 = $2 BZ. . . . www.ItzaLodge.com is
descriptive and accurate. Anne-Marie was very helpful via email and phone . . . .
To connect with Itza’s driver and the boat to Long Caye, your flight should arrive
by 2 p.m., or you must arrive a day early and overnight, perhaps at the overpriced
Ramada -- the boat shuttles guests either Saturday or Wednesday. An easy add-on,
without even renting a car, would be to get a driver to take you 45 minutes to
Crooked Tree Lodge (45 minutes away) for great tours, great food, in a lovely setting. www.CrookedTreeLodgeBelize.com.
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Considering a dive trip to Indonesia?

these resorts merit your consideration

Indonesian diving is rapidly becoming the first choice for divers with plenty of travel time -- flights are 24
hours or more -- and money, although bargains are there. The archipelago covers a vast area, so would-be
travelers should recognize that it is usually impossible to visit more than one island for diving within a short
time.
Indonesia is heaven for macro photographers, and if that’s what floats your boat, then North Sulawesi,
with its airport at Manado (connecting via Bali or Singapore) and the Lembeh Straits are just the place for
muck divers. Furthermore, there is fine reef diving in the Bunaken marine park, which is close to Manado.
One’s first impression of Lembeh may be that it’s an underwater garbage dump but every piece of trash
lying on the black volcanic sand seabed will have an animal living in it -- or what you think is trash might
even be a strange animal. It’s covered with odd, wonderful critters. By all means, take a powerful magnifying
glass and a camera equipped for extreme close-ups. Now, let’s look a few recommendations from our welltraveled, expert readers.
Black Sands Dive Retreat at Lembeh received overwhelming approval from Eileen J Councill (Milton,
FL) who traveled there in March this year. “This resort was amazing and completely blew away my expectations. The owners are incredible hosts; they are knowledgeable about everything above and below the water,
they care about every detail from food to service to accommodations and comfort, and they are passionate

Diving In Indonesia – How to Plan your Trip
Indonesia covers a large area. It’s 3000 miles from
Pulau Weh in the West to West Papua in the East, and
nearly all of it has exceptionally good diving. A book
that attempts to encompass
such an area is very ambitious. Sarah Ann Wormald
has concentrated on the
areas that she knows, including Bali, North and South
Sulawesi, Nusa Tengarra,
Maluku and Raja Ampat —
an archipelago that consists
of at least 17,500 islands.
She does pay lip service to the area known as
Thousand Islands (Pulau
Seribu) close to Jakarta and
mentions the Papa Theo
wreck, a dive site that gave me my first big scare while
diving and produced material for my initial magazine
article –-- something that turned me away from a successful proper career and into an impoverished scuba
diving journalist!
Well, that was more than two decades ago, and I’ve
dived a lot more of Indonesia since, so I am well placed
to judge that the author certainly has collated a lot of
information about those places she knows and it seems
6

to be accurate. Too often guidebooks are ‘researched’
using other guidebooks, thus perpetuating misinformation.
The author writes with authority and the voice of
someone who has actually experienced first-hand the
places she writes about. The maps are detailed, the photographs excellent.
Whether you are interested in the macro-life of
Lembeh, the mantas of Nusa Penida or the wobbegongs
of Cape Kri, this is a useful volume in a format that can
be carried with you.
It includes travel planners, descriptions of the best
dive sites, marine life pieces and liveaboard options.
There are loads of useful contacts including local
dive operators and accommodation. Its 300 pages are
stuffed with information including descriptions of dive
sites with their difficulty levels, logistics, equipment
availability, best time of year to visit, and an introduction to the most common Indonesian language words
and phrases related to diving. In fact, everything any
English-speaking diver traveling east of Java will find
useful. I thoroughly recommend it. It costs $19.95.
Click here to buy it at Amazon, and our referral fee
will go to saving coral reefs.
– John Bantin

about diving.” With macro photography the prime reason to dive there, she added, “There is a maximum
of four divers on a boat with one guide, which keeps things calm and easy given all the cameras. The
equipment is great and the boats are clean. The camera room just off the dive area is superb, but I wish
they had a high-pressure air hose.” (www.blacksanddive.com)
C. Kapfler (Vienna, VA), who visited in October 2014, agreed whole-heartedly, but adds, “If you don’t
like black sand diving or muck diving, this is probably not the place for you.”
The Lembeh Resort also got good reviews from Ken New (Minneapolis, MN) who said, “We went to
Lembeh in February for ‘muck’ diving, to see all the weird and amazing creatures that live in that part of
the world; we got everything we hoped for and more . . .the dive operation is a separate business: Critters@
Lembeh. It is a superb operation and the layout is great -- individual locker for your gear, dedicated rinse
tanks, well-appointed camera room, and easy boat access.” (www.lembehresort.com)
It would be remiss not to mention Lembeh’s Kungkungan Bay Resort, the first diving resort established
there and still highly regarded. It was there that the late, legendary dive guide Texan Larry Smith put
muck diving on the map. Ann McGrath (Alexandria VA), a repeat visitor who was last there in November
2015, declared. “For an experienced diver, it doesn’t get much better than Lembeh Straits and KBR is the
best of the resorts available. They now have their system down to a science, and treat their guests as well as
any resort I’ve visited.” (www.kungkungan.com)
After visiting Lembeh to muck dive, Ken New (Minneapolis MN) also traveled this March to Siladen
Island Resort, on one of five islands in Bunaken National Marine Park, which “offers beautiful diving;
the dive guides are expert at pointing out everything from tiny nudibranchs to passing turtles. Most dives
are drift dives, some with currents that really sail you along; but if you’re a photographer, the divemasters
will find you lazier currents for easy shooting. . . .The walls, which descend thousands of feet, are covered
with pristine hard corals; there are lots of healthy, huge schools of fish -- and lots of turtles! The shallow reef-tops provide soft corals, sponges, and colorful fish in dappled sunlight . . . . . the resort is a real
island paradise. Beautifully landscaped, immaculate grounds, charming rooms with all the amenities and
even the Wi-Fi works! We stayed in their most ‘basic’ accommodation and still felt luxuriously pampered.
(www.siladen.com)
Linda Rutherford (Montara, CA) favors Gangga Island, northwest of Lembeh, where she went this
February. She mentioned that Gangga Island Resort & Spa has no convenient camera room near the dock
and added a rider that “Diving is very pleasant; however, currents can suddenly emerge. Our dive guide
seemed as surprised as we were, when after 30 minutes of mild current, a sudden strong current swept us
off course. Our guide directed us to swim against this current, to a coral outcrop not yet visible through
the spray of sand.” (www.ganggaisland.com)

Policing Divers Who Harass Marine Life
Last year Mark Scott of Diving Vietnam, a dive center,
lost his SSI credentials when Adam Hanlon, editor of
Wetpixel, complained to the SSI diver training agency
after a video of Scott harassing an octopus was posted
on-line.

harass the marine life. Of the twelve designated dive
sites around the island, three (Barracuda Point, Drop
Off and South Point) are starting to get stressed even
though only 120 divers per day are allowed to buy permits at $10.00 (US). The four will act as undersea police
officers.

However, Scuba Schools of America apparently took no
Meanwhile, in Mexico, local biologists are worried
action against their CEO, Rusty Berry, when the same
complaint was made about a video showing him molest- about the effect tourist divers might be having on the
ing sea hares and octopus in a similar way.
bull sharks of the Yucatan’s Riviera Maya region. Luis
Lombardo Cifuentes, director of Saving Our Sharks, says
Times are changing, and attitudes to wildlife are
they have noticed the bulls displaying a fearful behavior
changing with them. Four dive marshals are set to
this year and are asking divers and tourists to refrain
become Malaysia’s first underwater enforcers. Based at from using noise-generating instruments, such as scuba
Semporna and operating around Sipadan, they are to
rattles and air horns, under water. Bull shark diving with
ensure visiting divers do not damage or destroy the rich organized shark feeds is a popular tourist activity in the
coral environment of Malaysia’s only oceanic island, nor waters around Cancun, Playa del Carmen, and Cozumel.
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Elsewhere in Indonesia, Bali doesn’t have a strong reputation for diving and that’s a shame, but it does
have good diving on the north coast or off the island of Nusa Penida in the South East, which is famous for
its manta cleaning stations and mola mola (sunfish).
Undercurrent reader Ben Glick (Williamstown MA) has made repeated visits to the Scuba Seraya Resort
at Tulumben on the north coast and is enthusiastic about good service, excellent divemasters, nice rooms,
but says the food is only only average food. (He was last there in November.) Tulumben is where you’ll
find the remains of the USS Liberty and one of the best dawn dives anywhere. You see, the wreck’s a
roosting site for hundreds of bumphead parrotfish that stream out at first light, as would a swarm of bees.
(www.scubaseraya.com)
AquaMarine Diving was the choice of Lisa C Evans (Fort Collins CO) for a trip in May last year, traveling
around the island via van with five friends diving the
best Bali can offer, lodging in different places each
night. Their trip included muck diving from the
shore at Secret Bay. The diving was varied, but she
While China has a poor conservation reputation
confirmed, “Highlights were the good dives around
— shark finning just one example —- the USA and
Tulamben -- the wreck and from the resort -- Mimpi
China have recently agreed to clamp down on the
Resort - to the south; as well as the Pacific side of
trade in ivory. However, another species is threatNusa Penida.” They used day boats in some cases.
ened. Giant clamshells made of calcium carbonate
She said, “It was interesting to see and dive so many
and streaked with green or gold, weighing up to 450
different places around Bali. It was relatively inexpensive, a good value.” (www.aquamarinediving.com)
pounds each, have become a new quarry for fishermen on the southern island of Hainan and elseMichael J Millet (Dublin CA) took a day boat with
where. Although the provincial government banned
Blue Season to Nusa Penida in late 2015 and won’t
the
harvesting of giant clams last year, smugglers still
be using them again. After wading through low tide
get them over the border, even carved into shapes
to board the boat, it was very crowded with no rinse
like bracelets, soap dishes and bookends, so liked by
tank for cameras, and they were limited to 45 minthe Chinese.
utes dive time during which they hand one manta

The War on Giant Clams

encounter for about 15 minutes. “Upon return to
the boat departure area at 3.00 pm., there is a wade
of several hundred meters due to the low tide. Then
we had a van ride back to the dive shop to rinse
gear and hose off camera, then another van ride to
the resort.” Currents around Nusa Penida can be
extremely strong at times. Some would even say they
are dangerous. (www.blueseasonbali.com)
We offered a full review of Wakatobi Dive Resort
in October 2014. Recently, a public airport opened
on the island, but stick to Wakatobi’s charter flights
on their modern 70-seat ATR72 aircraft to cover the
635-miles from Bali.

As a bit of history, in 1997 our intrepid webmaster
together with our then editor, John Shobe, found it
took two days to travel there from Bali. They said:
“After a day getting from Bali to Kendari, we were
met by a guide who took us to a ferry. We remember
it being around a 6 hour ferry ride to BauBau, where
we overnighted in some hotel, and next morning traveled across Butan by jeep, to a rickety pier,
where we caught another ferry that ran between the
Wakatobi islands (Wangi-Wangi, Kaledupa, Tomea,
Binongko). A small boat from the resort met us
mid-water near Tomea and took us to the resort.
Wakatobi consisted of a long house with about four
rooms, with separate building for toilets, kitchen,
8

Hainan’s fishing fleets are intentionally destroying the coral reefs around the disputed Spratlys in
the South China Sea, to harvest this ‘jade of the sea’
which fetches huge sums of money.
Rupert Wingfield-Hayes, of BBC News, reports
that this reef destruction has been going on by
Chinese poachers in Philippine waters for more than
two years. Using the long-shaft propellers of small
annex boats to break the corals, divers rip the giant
clams from among the resulting debris and transfer
them to larger mother ships. The clamshells can be
as much as 100 years old and fetch between $1000
and $2000 a pair when cleaned, or even much more.
When he asked a Philippine Marine Corps officer
why the poachers were not chased off, he was told it
was too dangerous. “We don’t want to start a shooting
war with the Chinese Navy.”
Wingfield-Hayes says he finds it hard to understand why Chinese fishermen, who have a long tradition of fishing reefs are now destroying them. “Greed
may be one answer. In newly wealthy China, there is
far more money to be made from looting and trading
in endangered species than in catching fish.”

and diving. Only one other guy showed up during our stay. We were divers 36 & 37 in their record book –
they were unknown at the time. The Undercurrent article introduced them to US divers and started the stampede to get there. That article got lots of mileage for Wakatobi Resort.”
The waters around all the Indonesian islands can be subject to strong currents, which is why the marine
life is so abundant. Andrew Bernat (Arlington, VA), diving Wakatobi last November, notes “On one house
reef dive coming back next to the jetty was like trying to swim up a waterfall. We ended up crawling back
along the rocky bottom.” Catherine R Mack (Washington DC) adds that at Wakatobi in February of this
year, “currents were strong and quite changeable. I did not think our divemaster was particularly skilled to
handle them. He just let us keep swimming into the strong current instead of adjusting our dive or using a
reef hook. However, the resort itself is perfect and the food delicious. They have a dedicated divemaster, an
Italian, who is an expert in photography and everyone who hired him for a couple of days raved about his
assistance. This place is serious about photography!” (www.wakatobi.com)
Komodo, east of Bali, is usually thought of as a liveaboard trip but Giuseppe Corcione (Bologna BO)
stayed at the Puri Sani Beach Resort in September last year and dived with Dive Komodo. He told us,
“Expect really good dives around Komodo as Cauldrons, Batu Bolong, Castel Rock, Cristal Rock, Tatawa
Kecil and Manta Point. The Park fee is like $15 per day and has to be paid before leaving the port every
morning. If you like to dive the southern part, be ready for colder water and less visibility since Pacific
waters entering from south bring a colder stream. Currents usually are strong and sometimes unpredictable. Overall, the coral is healthy and fish life is great. Labuan Bajo the town with the airport that serves
Komodo is one of the ugliest place in the world though.” (www.divekomodo.com) (www.purisarihotel.com).
That’s it for this month.
In upcoming issues will write more about other Indonesia regions and liveaboards.

Dark Chocolate: It Doesn’t Just Taste Good, It’s Good For Your Diving
Belgians make great chocolate, so it’s fitting that
a group of Belgian researchers wanted to see if it had
a beneficial effect on divers as a pre-dive snack. It’s
theorized that chocolate benefits cardiovascular health
because the cocoa bean is rich in a plant nutrient called
flavonoids, which help protect plants from environmental toxins and repair damage. When humans eat
flavonoid-rich foods, we also benefit from this “antioxidant” power because it helps the body’s cells resist damage caused by free radicals, which are formed by normal
body processes (like breathing) and environmental
toxins (like cigarette smoke). If your body doesn’t have
enough oxidants to balance out the free radicals, it can
cause plaque to form on the artery walls.
The Belgian researchers were specifically looking
at dark chocolate, and its post-dive effect on the endothelium, the inner lining of blood vessels, which helps
regulate blood coagulation. The polyphenols in dark
chocolate can improve cardiovascular health by stimulating nitrous oxide, which stimulates blood dilation, and
thus lowers blood pressure. For divers, nitrous oxide
hinders bubble formation, which means dark chocolate
may help with off-gassing and the prevention of decompression sickness.
The researchers divided 42 male scuba divers into
a control group and a chocolate group. Each group

went down to 108 feet in a diving pool, warmed to 91
degrees, for 20 minutes; 90 minutes before their dive,
the chocolate group ate 30 grams of dark chocolate (86
percent cocoa). The control group had a significant
decrease in blood-flow dilation after the dive, while the
chocolate group had an increase. Nitrous oxide levels
stayed the same in the control group, while it increased
in the chocolate group.
The researchers concluded that eating dark chocolate before the dive prevented post-dive dysfunction of
the endothelium because the antioxidants in chocolate
probably scavenge free radicals and, therefore, reduce
diving-induced oxidative stress. “A small intake of dark
chocolate rich in polyphenols as part of nutrition reduces arterial hypertension and promotes nitrous oxide formation,” they summarized.
For the best dose, they recommend eating 38 to 125
grams of dark chocolate a day, which you can stuff in
your carry-on as you head off to your next dive trip.
“The Effect of Pre-Dive Ingestion of Dark Chocolate on
Endothelial Function After a Scuba Dive,” by S. Theunissen,
C. Balestra, A. Boutros, D. De Bels, F. Guerrero and P.
Germonpré, Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine, Volume 45,
No. 1, pages 4-9.
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That Deep Stop Option on Your Computer

forget about it

Richard Pyle, the famous deep diving ichthyologist, discovered that if he stopped during ascents at
deeper depths than those mandated by contemporary and conventional decompression table or algo-

Dr. Mitchell’s presentation makes a
compelling argument that it may be more
hazardous to make deep stops.
rithms, he felt a lot better during his surface interval. These deep-stop depths, despite being mainly
anecdotal, became formalized at half the deepest
depth of the dive -- i.e., if you go to 150 feet, make
your first stop at 75 feet -- and became popular within the deeper diving technical diving community as
‘Pyle Stops.’
Today, most of the algorithms (such as VPM)
used in technical diving computers currently
include deep-stop. Even popular sport diving computers nowadays give the option to include deepstops, such is the belief in their efficacy in providing a healthy decompression regime.
That is the key word -- belief. Deep stops are
based on belief, not science.
Enter Simon Mitchell, a professor of anesthesiology at the University of Auckland in New Zealand,
an expert on diving physiology and an experienced
deep diver. Recently he has been making presentations to interested parties about deep diving and
‘deep-stops’ and is turning conventional thinking
on its head. Even Suunto has added deep-stops
only an option for diving with its top-of-the-range
Eon Steel.
His presentation (based on an NEDU study
and available on-line) compares gas-content models against so-called bubble models and makes a
compelling argument that it may be more hazardous to make deep stops. “There is no reliable data
that supports the view that deep-stops approaches
are superior and the available human data available suggests caution.” In fact, the U.S. Navy has
declined to adopt these modern bubble-model
decompressions for routine operations.
Apparently, making long pauses at depth during
an ascent from a deep dive can load the slower tis10

sues with nitrogen, leading to the greater possibility
of a DCI. Prof. Mitchell appears to propose that the
older conventional method of heading to the shallowest stop might be safer.
Simon Mitchell made a convincing argument
in his presentation to a meeting of the UK Sports
Diving Medical Council last October. You can download it by searching ‘Simon Mitchell Deep Stops.’
Conclusions of Prof. Simon Mitchell:
•

The data is not presented as conclusive
proof that deep stop decompression is inferior, or does not work across the range of
technical diving depths and gas combinations, but…..

•

It makes a strong case for arguing against
the current perception that deep stop
decompression is superior or safer

Goodbye Old Fashioned
Compass?
High frequency radio waves have difficulty penetrating water. That’s why GPS, something that has
revolutionized the way we find our way to places on
land, doesn’t work underwater. But Project Ariadna
wants to change all that by combing GPS with inertial
data fusion technology. Their new device takes a GPS
reading at the surface, and then, by means of eleven
independent sensors and an extremely sophisticated
algorithm, provides a diver with turn-by-turn navigation along a planned route. As a result, a diver will
be able to monitor graphically, in real time, his exact
position and executed route on a map.
Project Ariadna (www.ariadna.tech) is a scientific project based in Lahti, Finland, with the goal to
develop personal underwater navigation technology. It
intends to give divers access to all the familiar features
of common GPS navigation systems, such as Points of
Interest (POI). The list of POIs in the system enables
divers to plan intriguing routes, even at new dive sites.
It is also possible to add a new POI during a dive to
mark new discoveries, as well as to attach them later
on underwater photos and videos. The equipment will
be available soon, but we don’t know the price. The
last hurdle, we are told, is to miniaturize it so that it
can be worn on the wrist. Watch this space!

•

Deep stops may fail because super-saturation
in slower tissues may be more important
in DCS than faster tissues in at least some
time/depth combinations

•

On the basis of available evidence, divers
may consider de-emphasizing deep stops in
configuring their decompression algorithms.

(Doolette DJ, Mitchell SJ. Decompression from technical dives. Diving
Hyperbaric Med 2013:43(2):96-10)4

Want To Dive Cuba?
For Americans, Cuba is the next hot Caribbean
dive destination. While some American divers have
sampled its reefs, divers from other countries have
traveled freely there for decades. Americans officially can’t go as
leisure travelers, but if you
Our travel agent says, “I
want to dive
there, you can
can’t book them, but I can
do it with virgive information about the
tually no risk
flights to Cuba.”
of financial
penalty and
certainly no
risk of jail time.
In March, preceding the President’s historic
visit to that country, the Obama administration

For a sport diver diving to, for example, 100
feet, it probably makes little difference whether he
pauses on the way up or not. However, the deepstop option has been added to computers more to
enhance their sale than as a practical aid to decompression. The typical leisure diver meandering up
a reef might be subject to a stop for sixty seconds
or so at sixty feet, but otherwise, would be making
natural pauses anyway. You could do just as well following the PADI mantra of coming up slowly from
every dive!

How Americans Do It
announced a new round of measures chipping away
at the decades-long sanctions against Cuba, encouraging more person-to-person educational travel,
allowing Cuban nationals to get jobs in the United
States or to open U.S. bank accounts and lifting limits on the use of dollars in transactions with Cuba.
We talked with a major dive travel agent who
wishes to stay anonymous when discussing the illegal
(for Americans) leisure travel to Cuba, but she says,
“It’s getting easier for me to write about Cuba travel
in my marketing materials than it was nine months
ago. Traveling there is getting better.”
She legally books her customers onto organized
dive trips, but they have to classify themselves in
one of 12 authorized categories for travel to Cuba,
including educational, religious, and humanitarian
work. “The categories we use most are people-to-

Castro’s Dodgy Dive Suit
If you read and enjoyed our wetsuit piece in last
month’s Undercurrent, you may be amused to know
there might be other pitfalls in choosing a suit if a government doesn’t like you!

could use this to their advantage to try to assassinate
Castro.

It’s well-known that the CIA came up with some offthe-wall plots to assassinate former Cuban leader Fidel
Castro, but this could just be the most unbelievable yet
-- apparently Washington contaminated a diving suit
with tuberculosis and tried to get Castro to use it.

“At some point during Donovan’s negotiations with
Castro,” several officials in the covert operations division “devised a plan to have Donovan be the unwitting purveyor of a diving suit and breathing apparatus, respectively
contaminated with Madura foot fungus and tuberculosis
bacteria, as a gift for Castro,” reveals a passage from the
National Security Archive.

The National Security Archive reports that the U.S.
government contacted lawyer James Donovan to conduct secret negotiations with Castro. Given Donavan’s
connections to the Cuban leader, the CIA believed they

However, the plan was ultimately shelved. It has
been previously reported that the CIA even tried to kill
Castro by rigging a seashell on a beach he frequently
visited with explosives.
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people education and/or photojournalism. They
sign an affidavit saying essentially, ‘I fit into this
category.’ No government official checks. Legally,
there has to be a full schedule of meetings at the
travel destination, but the boats have marine biologists on board, and that works.”

(in the Bay of Pigs) on the Caribbean coast, and
at Varadero to the less calm north. Fidel Castro’s
favorite diving was said to be at Cayo Blanco, a
small island on the Caribbean coast with accommodation as luxuriously appointed as almost anywhere
in the Caribbean.

Americans fly to Cuba through Mexico, Canada,
the Bahamas or Grand Cayman, and expensive
charter flights depart from Miami, New York, and
Los Angeles. Our travel agent says, “I can’t book
them, but I can give information about the flights.”

Until now, American divers could prepay their
trips, but for local expenses, you had to use cash.
There’s a 10 percent fee for converting greenbacks
into Cuban pesos (it’s wise to arrive with Euros
or Canadian dollars). However, there is a wellestablished and thriving black economy where U.S.
dollars have been well received. If Verizon is your
cellphone carrier, you can call home from Cuba.

While most Americans take liveaboards -- the
Aggressor fleet now dives there -- or head to the
floating hotel, La Tortuga, in the Jardines de la
Reina, divers from other countries also visit the
Colony Hotel on La Isla de Juventud or Isle of
Youth (formerly the Isle of Pines), which has a
staffed hyperbaric center as well as 56 buoyed
dive sites. There are also dive centers in Maria
La Gorda (long popular with Brits), Santiago de
Cuba, Trinidad and Ancon, as well as Cienfuegos

Our travel agent says if you’re interested in diving in Cuba, call your favorite travel agency. “When
someone contacts me online, I tell them, ‘Let’s talk
by phone; I can explain the rules, affidavits and
how to book your part of the travel much easier
that way.’”

Guinness World Record Dives with Added Bite

Egyptian diver’s plan goes awry

Smashing records has never been so much fun
since Barry Manilow stopped releasing his work on
vinyl. When it comes to diving and the Guinness
Book of Records, people make claims for huge derivations from original concepts, although very little is
ever achieved for medical science. For example, a

As one of the few Arab women scuba
instructors . . . I was looking for a way
to raise awareness for . . . the plight of
Arab women in the Middle East.
Mexican diver has recently been attempting to raise
sponsorship for the deepest scuba dive by a person
with only one leg, while Brit Graham Owen claims
the record for the deepest dive by a blind diver at
341 feet.
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In March, the familiar shark diving territory of
Stuart Cove’s Dive the Bahamas hosted another world
record attempt, this time by an Arab woman, for the
longest -duration scuba dive. Kuwaiti national Ms.
Reem Aleidan and her team decided to move the
location of her record attempt from Egypt’s Red Sea
in the hope of attracting more media attention from
the US.
She said, “As one of the few Arab women scuba
instructors in the world, plus being a single mother
of two children, I was looking for a way to raise
awareness for women’s rights and the plight of
Arab women in the Middle East. Being a woman in
a male-dominated industry is a challenge. Being a
woman and wanting to teach diving is even more
challenging. I am hoping by holding this event in
the Western World, we can bring media attention to
the plight of women like me in the Middle East and
any other countries around the world where women
are repressed and not allowed to express themselves
like men can in many activities.”
The women’s record stands at 58 hours. At the
same time at the same location, another Kuwaiti,

Mubarak Abuhaimad, joined her, hoping to break
the men’s record, presently standing at 72 hours.

According to Stuart Cove, this was the first time that
a world record attempt had taken place in Nassau.
Liz Parkinson, the event media coordinator, commented, “The event was tentatively scheduled for
the first days of March 2016, and we had some very
cool (shark) feeds planned. Working with the local
cell carrier, BTC, we planned to have a live underwater video feed that will be streamed to global
media via YouTube for this event, to help with getting this live stream out to as many media outlets
that wish to pick up this stream. We planned to
have boats on station 24 hours a day for this 60-plushour Guinness World Record-breaking event. Our
goal was to use as many women in the logistics
and production as possible, as we all believe in the
‘Team Reem’s’ concept and idea. Having been to
the Middle East myself, I have seen first-hand how

women are placed in their society, and this record
attempt means a lot to me personally as well.”
Initial optimism might have been ill -placed. In
the event, Ms. Aleidan’s attempt ended after only
five hours, while Mr. Abuhaimad’s dive lasted seven
hours and 49 minutes. It appears that neither had
allowed time to get used to diving in their drysuits, which arrived in the Bahamas too late to be
tried and tested. Nevertheless, both divers claimed
records for the longest duration dives with sharks!
Their joint achievements may not stand for long.
Gulf News reports a Saudi diver is planning to spend
a whole week underwater. Al Sumaili says that he
spent ten hours underwater in December and one
full day in January as part of his training. He plans
to have a liquid diet to avoid food-related complications, but no details have emerged on how he plans
to sleep. Scuba bulletin users are sharply divided
over the merit of this adventure expected off Haqi,
near the Gulf of Aqaba.

Travel Agent or the Internet? Part II

which option gives you a better dive trip overall?

In February’s issue, we highlighted the reasons
to consider booking your next dive trip with a travel
agent -- saving time and money, and getting some
hand-holding are among them. But some of our
readers are on the fence about using a travel agent

While Reef and Rainforest’s flights were
less convenient than Moré’s, the travel
cost is nearly a thousand dollars less.
to book trips, so in this issue we’re reporting on a
friendly “face-off” between a well-regarded dive travel agent and an online-surfing Undercurrent reader.
Subscriber Jorge Moré (Downers Grove, IL) volunteered to be our intrepid trip planner, because, as
he wrote, “I always arrange my own trips because I
then have total control. It can be a bit of a pain, but
worth it. I think I can get as good, or better, deals
on dive trips than the pros, but I have no data to

back up my assertion, so I want to sign up for this
challenge.”
Jenny Collister, the owner of the highly-regarded
travel agency Reef and Rainforest, volunteered to
create two sample itineraries to the Philippines and
the Caribbean, with details about prices, offerings
and why she picked specific dive resorts for Moré
(she didn’t know who he was beforehand).
Here’s the information we gave her about him:
“I’m a solo diver (my wife doesn’t like water) with
more than 450 dives under my belt, and I turn 72
in May. My favorite destination is the Galapagos;
a close second is Socorro Island. I like to see big
animals -- the bigger, the better. I prefer liveaboard
trips; nitrox is not essential, but it’s nice. For landbased resorts, I’ll take three- to four-star destinations, and a queen bed does just fine. I hate meal
packages; I’m not a foodie, but I do like good food
and wine. I fly out of Chicago, I tend to fly with
United and I’m a Silver member. I’m not interested
in topside attractions. I focus on diving.”
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Moré picked his own hotel/dive operations in
our chosen two areas and used his Internet savvy to
research airfares, hotels, dive packages, and other
details. Then he looked at what Collister recommended for him, and decided whether he would
book his own trip or take the pro’s advice.

The Philippines: Jorge’s Trip
The first challenge: booking a trip to the
Philippines for the first two weeks in November.
Moré had dived the Philippines a few years ago,
and wanted to book a liveaboard for November.
After looking at Undercurrent’s Reader Reports, he
decided on the Philippine Siren, picking its10-day
trip to Malapascua and the Visayas for November
1st - 11th, priced at $4,200, saying, “The Siren looks
full in November, but it’s not an unreasonable
assumption that I’d be able to get a berth because I
am a solo diver.”
Moré needs to fly into Cebu to meet the Siren,
which handles airport transfers. Based on his preference for United Airlines, he opted for flights via
Hong Kong, where he likes to lay over. Searching

Kayak.com, he found an economy seat on a
14-hour from Chicago to Hong Kong, with a stop
in San Francisco, and a nonstop on the way back,
for a total of $1,219. The round-trip, three-hour,
nonstop flights to Cebu on Cathay Pacific adds an
extra $509. He arrives the night before the Siren
leaves (meaning an overnight stay at the Days Hotel
by the airport for $42) and hopes he has time to fly
out in the afternoon of the day the Siren returns.
Each leg would require an overnight in Hong
Kong, and Moré estimates an overnight stay near
the airport would be about $150 -- so $300 for two
nights on either side of his trip. The total travel
cost is $2070.
All food and local beer are included in the Siren
trip, along with dive gear and nitrox fills. Moré has
to pay the marine park fee of $82, and if he wants
to indulge in a bottle of wine, that’s an extra $27.
Add a 10 percent tip of $420, and his trip extras
total $529. Moré is a thrifty spender on layovers,
estimating $100 in food and extras during his Hong
Kong stay. His approximate total for the Philippine
trips is $6,899.

Burn Your Mask: Dealing with Those Annoying Foggy Lenses
... and a Last Resort Trick
During the manufacturing of a mask, silicone vapor
deposits on the glass, which ensures that the mask
doesn’t stick in the machinery. However, when you wear
it, humidity within the mask may cause it to fog. You can
usually prevent this by scrubbing off the silicone film
with old-fashioned white toothpaste (not a gel) before
using your mask the first time. If you spread a pea-sized
lump over the inside of the glass and rub furiously, the
toothpaste will remove the deposit. Better yet, leave the
toothpaste on overnight and when you rub it off, it takes
the silicone vapor deposit with it. If that fails, one of our
long-time correspondents, Ken Kurtis, owner of Reef
Seekers in Beverley Hills CA, offers a solution (but keep
in mind that incautious use of a flame can weaken the
toughened glass and even damage the silicone skirt of
the mask).
“I decided to replace my old, well-used Atomic
Frameless mask with a new Atomic Frameless mask. As
you know, new masks have a coating inside from the
manufacturing process, and you need to scrub them
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with toothpaste, Soft Scrub or something like that to get
rid of the coating. If you don’t, then the mask will fog,
even when coated liberally with a defogging solution or
spit. I didn’t do a good job with my new mask because it
fogged up fairly good on my test dive. But when I came
out of the water and relayed my issue, Nautilus divemaster Dave Valencia said, “Why don’t we burn it?”
“What he does is take a lighter and let the flame lick
the inside of the mask glass. He goes over every inch,
being careful not to get too close to or linger too long
near the skirt, lest you melt that. But when he was done
(it took maybe three minutes), the inside of my mask
was brown from the soot of everything that had been
burned off. I rinsed the mask thoroughly, dried it out,
reapplied McNett Sea Drops defog and . . . Voila! The
mask no longer fogged. It was truly amazing. A fireplace
lighter or BBQ charcoal starter, where you can squeeze
a trigger and get a continuous flame, may work the best
and avoid burning your fingers.”

The Philippines: Jenny’s Trip
Collister decided to send Moré to two destinations in the Philippines -- Dumaguete and
Malapascua -- to give him the maximum big animal
experience that he likes, but she opted for resorts.
“I chose these resorts because they are both in an

area where he can go to other resorts or the town
for dinner (since he hates meal plans). The dive
operation is the same at both of them, and they will
handle all the transfers from start to finish because
it is quite a journey between the two.”
Collister selected United flights from Chicago
to Manila on November 1, with a layover in Los

An Unusual Cause of Diver Deaths
and What You Can Do To Prevent It
Last month in Undercurrent, Dan Clements wrote
about the loss of older divers who went missing during
separate dives in the Pacific Northwest. We also wrote
about the repercussions of a diving fatality in Malta
where the body was recovered and an autopsy revealed
the fatality was the result of Immersion Pulmonary
Edema (IPE) or Scuba Diver’s Pulmonary Edema
(SDPE).
This medical condition has caused a lot of discussion among diving doctors recently. Fluid leaks from
the bloodstream into the lungs, where it accumulates in
the air sacs and prevents oxygen from being absorbed,
thereby making it difficult to breathe and possibly result
in respiratory failure. It usually occurs early in a dive in
temperate or cold water and while at depth. It appears to
be more frequent among those who dive in colder water.
However, the medical community doesn’t fully understand the condition.
It was first noted in 1981 by cardiologist Peter
Wilmshurst who attributed it mainly to the effects of
the cold, inducing hypertensive pulmonary oedema.”
http://archive.rubicon-foundation.org/xmlui/)

cal examination and if they have heart or circulatory
problems, they should avoid diving in cold water.
Dr. Fiona Sharp, a diving doctor based in Perth,
Western Australia, says, “Initial symptoms include fast
short respiration, shortness of breath, fatigue and a
cough (sometimes producing blood). Often it is connected to divers with hypertension or ischemic heart
disease or reduced respiratory function.” She also comments, “There really aren’t any good answers to the
cause as yet, but this condition needs to be covered (by
the diving press) as aging and frequent divers need to
know of the warning signs and risks.
Dr. Patrick Farrell, a member of the UK Diving
Medical Council and experienced with cold water diving
advises, “There is no way a standard medical will pick
up undiagnosed heart disease. The only way to do so is
have an angiogram or stress perfusion scan performed.
The National Institute of Health and Care Institute has
discarded treadmill tests (Bruce protocol) as unreliable.
The only thing worth doing is ensuring you don’t have
high blood pressure as this is associated with SDPE.”

Dr. Petar J. Denoble of DAN adds, “DAN learns every
year about a few fatalities and a couple dozen survivors
of IPE. We agree that IPE is under-diagnosed: Mild cases
resolve spontaneously without being reported and diagnosed while severe cases result in drowning. IPE occurs
in both young and older divers, divers with known risk
factors and divers without previously known or retrospecSeveral diving fatalities were ascribed to SDPE in
tively identifiable risk factors. Divers who experience an
2014. Although it can affect both surface swimmers suf- episode of difficulty breathing at depth, should abort
fering extreme exertion and free divers who are general- the dive, surface, exit the water and ask for help. If they
ly young and fit, scuba diver’s pulmonary edema (SDPE) have also rattling or gurgling in their chest, they should
is usually described as an uncommon disorder often
suspect IPE and seek emergency evaluation. Even if their
occurring in apparently healthy individuals. Edmonds
symptoms resolve spontaneously, they should seek a thorsays that the actual incidence of SDPE is unknown, but it ough medical evaluation before returning to diving.”
is probably under-diagnosed. It occurs more frequent in
(DAN’s Annual Diving Report may be downloaded
older divers and exertion may play a role.
here: (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK344435/)
Because it is difficult to diagnose before the event, we
can only suggest that older divers have an annual mediCarl Edmonds of the South Pacific Medical Society
(SPUMS) published a paper in Diving and Hyperbaric
Medicine (Dec. 2009) where he suggests,“The scuba divers
affected are an older group and may have pre-existing or
occult cardiovascular disease.”
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Angeles, but there’s an eight-hour layover in LAX,
with a departure time of 11:20 p.m., and an arrival
time in Manila, on November 3, at 4:40 a.m. Moré
would have to wait around for his $60 flight aboard
Cebu Pacific to Dumaguete. The same route back on
15th November has a five-hour layover in LAX, with
a departure time of 10:45 p.m., and a November 16
arrival time in Chicago at 4:49 a.m. While Reef and
Rainforest’s flights were less convenient than Moré’s,
the travel price of $1,154 is nearly a thousand dollars
less for the flights and Hong Kong layover expenses.
In Dumaguete, Collister selected a standard, airconditioned room at the Pura Vida Beach & Dive
Resort, with Sea Explorers as its dive shop, with a sixday dive package with up to four dives a day. “He’ll
get to dive Apo Island, where schools of barracuda,
manta and jacks come to mind,” says Collister. “It’s
one of the top dives in the Philippines.” Breakfast
is included in the Pura Vida package, which totals
$1,070. (Extras to pay are the marine park fee, and

Self-Aware Mantas Wave at
Themselves
Mantas may be much smarter than anyone might
think, unless you’re a diver who has observed them
interacting with each other at a cleaning station.
This was revealed by an experiment by scientists
from the University of South Florida, who observed
two giant oceanic manta rays reacting to their own
reflections. The specimens were exposed to a mirror at the Atlantis Aquarium, Bahamas, in March
2012 over 16-days. Two of the winged elasmobranchs
were observed waving at themselves in mirrors and
behaving in ways that hint at self-awareness. The
mantas didn’t interact with their reflected image as
if it were another manta ray, and this behavior was
not observed when the mirrors were removed or
replaced with a blank white board.
Instead, they appeared to carry out what’s known
as ‘contingency checking’ — watching the mirror as
they moved their fins and blew bubbles, checking to
see if the reflection matched their own actions.
The mirror self-recognition test is a common test
of higher intelligence and self-awareness, and only a
small number of animals can do it, including teenage girls who do it more than they need to!
Ben Davison
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options of nitrox for $4 a day and a $130 day trip to
Oslob to snorkel with whale sharks).
Then Sea Explorers will transfer Moré to Ocean
Vida Resort in Malapascua for five nights. “It’s
known for its thresher sharks on the early morning
dive at Monad Shoal, where you might see mantas as
well,” says Collister. It’s a similar room/dive package
deal to its sister resort, Pura Vida, with four days of
all-day diving and breakfast, for $893. Moré probably doesn’t need to budget more than $25 a day for
lunch and dinner. Sea Explorers then transfers Moré
to Cebu airport for a $60 flight back to Manila.
Collister made it a late-day flight because “the bridge
from the mainland to the airport is under construction until July and it will take longer to get there.”
Reef and Rainforest’s estimated cost for Moré:
$3,781 including $250 in tips.

The Philippines Trip: The Verdict
Moré was impressed with how Reef and
Rainforest came up with such inexpensive airfares,
half of what he would pay for his trip. But he didn’t
like the eight-hour layover at LAX, or the on-theground transfer from Dumaguete to Malapascua.
“That’s a long trip, eight hours by car and ferry,” he
says. “That could be an adventure or a problem.”
While the thought of diving with Malapascua’s
thresher sharks appealed to Moré, he wasn’t sure if
he would like the dive resorts. “I get excited about
a destination when I read a report in Undercurrent,
for example, praising a place. Are there reports
on these resorts on Undercurrent?” Pura Vida’s most
recent report -- a good review -- was in 2011, while
Ocean Vida was reviewed favorably last summer.
He admits he’s a liveaboard-first type of guy.
“While Reef and Rainforest picked two different
dive areas, the Siren covers multiple dive areas. Reef
and Rainforest’s itinerary is definitely cheaper, but
cost should not be the main consideration. I’m a
fan of liveaboards. For one thing, on a boat you get
together with like-minded, interesting folks, so the
time between dives is really enjoyable. That’s harder in a resort. So overall, I favor the trip I pick.”
Of course, we end up with apples and oranges,
a land-based trip versus a liveaboard trip, and Moré
ended up with a liveaboard trip more to his liking,
but it cost him nearly $3000 more, with about the
same number of dives. When it came to saving time
and money, Reef and Rainforest did its job.
Next month: The Caribbean challenge.
– Vanessa Richardson

Photo Contest Winners and Losers

and a scandal erupts

Underwater photography used to
be more difficult. A previous doyen
of underwater photography, BBC
Blue Planet filmmaker Peter Scoones
(recently departed), once said that if
you could reliably take a picture on film
in focus, properly exposed, and well
lit, you had a good chance of winning
any underwater photography competition. Former UNEXSO (Bahamas) dive
guide Kurt Amsler knew how to do that,
and he dominated every contest -- until
he decided to stop entering and let
some newcomers have a go.
Of course, digital photography has
changed all that. Now, any diver can
buy a digital camera,
wide-angle
The Internet
or macro lens, and strobes
is now awash
and reliably get results.
If RAW files are shot in
with wonderful
camera, nearly every
underwater
adjustment, other than
focus, can be made later
photographs.
on your laptop, using the
right software. In fact, it
has become so easy, the
Internet is now awash with wonderful underwater
photographs. Because many are of the same subject, they often look very similar.
However, underwater photography competitions continue unabated. Often they are merely
data gathering exercises or even contests designed
to unashamedly gather library pictures for rightsfree use. Businesses donate prizes because they
see the publicity generated as a positive marketing
benefit; the prizes tend to be equipment or dive
vacations or liveaboard trips (but rarely with the
cost of flights included). Whatever the prize, there
can only ever be a single winner. But competitions
aren’t without controversy. In another big competition this year some category winners were accused
of cheating.
When David Pilosof, the former publisher of
Yam, the Israeli diving magazine, organized the
World ShootOut, he was determined to get more
valuable prizes than trips and equipment that
people didn’t really need. His goal was to attract

The winning super-macro shot
the best underwater photographers and the best
pictures from around the world.
He divided the competition into eight categories, with each winner being awarded a prize worth
thousands of dollars. For example, the top prize for
2015 was worth $25,000 and it attracted 448 amateur and professional underwater photographers
from 37 different countries.
Americans did well. The American team in the
Underwater Global Championship (a separate team
category within the competition) comprising Mike
Bartick, Brook Peterson and Bruce Shafer, won
third place. Tanya Houppermans won a $6000 trip
for two to the Zulu Kingdom resort in South Africa
as outright winner of the shark category. Evan
Sherman Evan won a $2000 check courtesy of the
Israeli Diving Authority as winner in the video clip
category.
With results announced this January, competition was fierce; it was no longer sufficient to produce a pleasing portrait of a marine animal. To get
anywhere near winning an award, photographers
needed to capture examples of unusual behavior.
The problem arose when it was alleged a winning
underwater photographer, Marco Chang of Taiwan,
might have resorted to cheating.
We have all seen people moving invertebrates
around for the benefit of the camera. We may not
approve, but it happens more often than we might
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like -- but this was strictly against the published rules
of the World ShootOut.
The wining picture in the macro and supermacro category was an extreme close-up of a
nudibranch with a pair of imperial shrimp on its
head. Placing only second with his own picture

It was alleged a winning underwater
photographer might have resorted to
cheating.
in that category, British photographer Dr. Alex
Tattersall alleged that these shrimp in the winning shot appeared to him to have been manipulated into position, breaching competition rules.
(www.worldshootout.org/?CategoryID=331)
He protested. It seems, after he got no satisfaction from the organizers and like a dog with a bone,
he took to posting his complaints numerous times
on Facebook and mobilizing support from a great
number of other underwater photographers.

These, in turn, expressed dissatisfaction at the
way in which the competition had been run. Some
complained about the team competition category,
while others alleged that some winning pictures had
been taken outside the time frame specified in the
rules.
Dr. Tattersall wrote, “Regarding the issue of
subject herding in the macro category, I was also
told by the organizer that ‘crab’ and ‘nudibranch’
experts at a prestigious university had been consulted who had attested to the winning image displaying natural behavior. The university does not
appear to have a department for such specialism,
certainly not a research center, and the organizer
has been unwilling to provide me with any information as to who these experts are or any proof of
their statement. The jury panel has also remained
largely anonymous. I have offered strong and compelling evidence to engage in a debate, and this has
effectively been completely ignored.”
In protest, he returned his prize.

More about Wetsuits
Last month we ran the story ‘Time to Replace that
Old Wetsuit?’ and Chris Summers, the manufacturer of
Terrapin Wetsuits, had some comments about our article so we thought what he has to say should be shared.
*****
You quote one retailer as saying, “A chemical blown
wetsuit feels softer, but will not be as durable.” However,
I discussed this with the Japanese manufacturer of the
highest quality neoprene available in the U.S., who
says that the bubbles in chemical blown wet suits are
smaller and the material is less permeable, but neither
the chemical blown nor gas blown process affects the
durability.
The softness of the neoprene, along with its compressibility, stretch, and rebound, can all be controlled
during manufacturing. Most off-the-rack, mass-produced
wetsuits are made of soft neoprene because the more
it stretches, the wider the range of people a suit will fit.
However, it’s the overstretching -- not the softness -- that
primarily reduces durability. So, in buying a suit, a diver
should go up a size or two to find a size that is actually
a bit too loose, then go down to the next size. Buy a suit
that fits your torso length, and the rest can be tailored
out or in, to make sure it fits without overstretching.
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Knit and plush linings are designed to reduce the
flow of water between you and your suit. Neither nylon
nor wool absorbs water, but Merino wool and other
plush linings trap water in place, and that can make
the suit very heavy when wet. Ionic coatings -- titanium,
silver and zircon-infused linings -- offer easier entry and
reduce the buildup of skin cells and their attendant bacteria, so the wetsuit lining stays fresher.
Dry your wetsuit inside out first, then reverse it after
the inside surface is dry. This is especially important for
suits with ionic coatings because the coatings can get
stuck together and tear, rather than peel apart if the suit
is pressed flat when they are damp.
The most common point of failure is at the base of
the back zipper. A diver should hold or pull down on
the base of the zipper with one hand, while pulling up
the pull cord with the other hand. This allows the zipper teeth to stay in straighter alignment and reduces the
chance of the slider getting snagged.
If your old wetsuit is still in good shape, but it
doesn’t fit you, it can be altered by having your retailer
send it to a reputable wetsuit repairer. If it still fits but
has compressed, it may be converted into a layering
piece, such as a vest or sleeveless shorty to wear under
another suit or a short-sleeved shorty for warm water.

Meanwhile, the Israeli organizers of the competition defended their position. David Pilosof
implied that Dr. Tattersall was a poor loser and
replied, “World ShootOut has contributed so much to
underwater photographers around the world (since
its inception). In fact, up to now, I’ve personally
arranged over $220,000 to be awarded to underwater photographers in cash, not to mention extremely valuable diving holidays and high-end gear.”
There was colateral effect. At the same time, and
in response to other questions raised by those following Dr. Tattersall’s Facebook campaign, Sharon
Rainis Shoval, on behalf of the World ShootOut, posted, “We’d like to thank all the photographers who
raised the fact that the manta image submitted by
the 2nd place winning Italian team was captured in
2014 and, therefore, doesn’t comply with the competition rules, thus disqualifying the whole portfolio
of the team and banning it from the competition.”
Despite this, the organizers continue to be
intransigent about their choice of winner in the
macro and super-macro category.
One of the judges, Adam Hanlon, editor
of Wetpixel, was unrepentant when he told Dr.
Tattersall, “It is true that no one can produce definitive proof that the subjects were not manipulated.
However, equally, and crucially in this instance, you
cannot produce definitive proof that they were.”
Being a judge at such competitions can be onerous, and we all know that some competition judges

Flotsam & Jetsam
Think You Can Hold Your Breath? With the
longest breath-hold in history, Spanish national
Aleix Segura has beaten all comers on the 2nd
March with a new Guinness World Record for static
apnea with oxygen of 24 minutes and 3 seconds.
(Static apnea is when the participant lies facedown at the surface on a single breath.) The new
record was made, with a high level of health insurance and wide media coverage, during the 17th
Mediterranean Diving in Cornellà, Barcelona, in an
indoor heated swimming pool.
Florida, It’s About Time: Meghan Balling, of the
Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s
Coral Reef Protection Program, says that reef systems in Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, and
Martin counties are suffering “death by a thousand
cuts.” Many controversial proposals by an umbrella

can be partisan, especially when it involves something as indefinable as art. But the judges’ decision
is final. However, the prizes were substantial, and
with the stakes so high, people were no longer prepared to shrug their shoulders and put it down to
experience.
Cheating winner or poor loser? We’ll never
know. There is no way to determine if the shrimp in
the winning picture were manipulated. The anger
in the underwater photography community is only
based on suspicion. However, since then another
photographer, Jack Berthomier, has posted a similar picture of a nudibranch with two shrimps on its
head on ‘forum-photosub.fr’ so maybe an apology
is in order. Either way, don’t expect Nauticam to
sponsor this competition anytime in the future. Dr.
Tattersall is the British and French distributor for
Nauticam underwater photography products.
There were no such problems with the
Underwater Photographer of the Year, another
recent competition with judges based in the UK.
Italian photographer David Lopresi won outright
for his stunning seahorse picture entitled ‘Gold.’
Showcasing some of the most breath-taking images
captured underwater, the annual competition, with
judges Alex Mustard, Peter Rowlands, and Martin
Edge, received entries from thousands of talented
photographers. You can view the winners here:
www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2016/
feb/17/underwater-photographer-of-the-year2016-winners-in-pictures

working group known as Our Florida Reefs could
change accepted behavior of scuba divers. One is to
ban spearfishing on scuba. (Already rebreathers are
banned.) Another is that during lobster mini-season
in July, the limit will be six of these crustaceans per
day. Moreover, there they may limit where boats can
anchor. (Source: Broward Palm Beach New Times)
Drones Get Underwater. Last year a drone
dangerously buzzed a pilot flying into London’s
Heathrow in an A380 airliner. Drones are flying
everywhere and not always welcomed. A quad
copter (a four-prop drone) being developed by
Oakland University can fly, land and float on water
and then dive down to see what’s below. The prototype Loon Copter uses a floodable buoyancy chamber,
and when it surfaces, it is pumped out so that it
can retake to the air. Georgia Tech has its GTQCormorant and Rutgers University is developing the
Navigator. Looks like we divers may get more of a
buzz is the future! Source: Project Loon Copter -- UAE
Drones for Good Award.
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American Wartime Aircraft Wreck. The island
of Malta, sitting as it does at the epicenter of the
Mediterranean, saw a huge amount of action during WWII. King George VI even awarded the whole
island the George Cross Medal for holding out so
valiantly against Axis attacks. It’s no surprise that the
waters around it are littered with wartime wrecks,
and the latest to be discovered in only one hundred
feet of water is that of a Lockheed P-2 Neptune
(P2V in the US Navy) patrol aircraft and submarine
hunter. Its wreckage was featured in the 1958 movie
starring Laurence Harvey, The Silent Enemy, but
its location became forgotten until it was recently
stumbled across. There are other aircraft wrecks,
but most are at depths beyond the range of leisure
divers.
Sea Shepherd Dive. Sea Shepherd, surely the
most proactive marine conservation organization,
invites divers to join Sea Shepherd Dive, where it
can act as a buffer for divers who witness activities
like shark finning or fish poaching but otherwise
would fail to report them for fear of repercussions.
Sea Shepherd will then contact local, regional or
national authorities to notify them of the suspected
criminal activity. Sea Shepherd Dive is joining
forces with like-minded, environmentally conscious
dive centers to create a global reporting network
that “will enable Sea Shepherd to have eyes on
the ground in far-flung destinations where wildlife
crimes, habitat destruction, and over-exploitation
are occurring daily,” says Sea Shepherd Dive
Director, Gary Stokes. They will also provide divers
with a list of responsible dive operators that adhere
to the Sea Shepherd Code of Conduct. (www.seashepherdglobal.org/dive/dive-with-us.html)

Vasco da Gama’s 500-year-old Wreck Found.
Divers in Oman believe they have discovered the

remains of the 500-year-old wreck of the Esmeralda,
one of the vessels in a fleet commanded by Vasco
da Gama. The Portuguese ship was lost in 1503 enroute to India. Artifacts so far recovered include the
ship’s bell and part of a navigational tool called an
astrolabe. Divers also discovered a rare silver coin
called an Indio; only one other exists. The team of
divers working on the wreck site said it’s the sort of
thing you only read about in a Hollywood story.
So Why all the Recent Dive Deaths in New
Zealand? Poor diving practices and poor fitness are
being blamed, with nine deaths in the past four
months. That’s more than six times what an equivalent U.S. population would have in a year. (New
Zealand has only 4.5 million people.) Maybe the
Kiwis are not all as supremely fit as members of the
All Blacks all-conquering rugby team would lead us
to believe. In Wellington, Dive and Ski HQ training
manager, Claire Murphy, blamed it on poor diving practices and said divers might “start off with a
buddy, but there’re buddy procedures you should
follow -- maybe they’re not kicking in early enough,
maybe there’s not enough communication with the
buddy before and during the dive. So it’s not working well.” (Source: Radio New Zealand)

Sister ship to the Titanic. The RMS Republic,
loaded with wealthy passengers bound for the
Mediterranean, was lost off the coast of Nantucket
Island, Massachusetts, on January 23, 1909, after
being hit by an Italian steamship, which had lost
its way in dense fog. Only six people died, but the
cargo included 150,000 US ‘double eagle’ gold
coins -- worth more than $1 billion in today’s market. Now, salvage rights to the ship, resting at 270
feet, have been secured, and New Yorker Martin
Bayerle is convinced he’ll pull off the world’s largest-ever treasure recovery.
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